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Abstract—The main aim of this research is to investigate a
novel technique for implementing a more natural and intelligent
conversation system. Conversation systems are designed to converse
like a human as much as their intelligent allows. Sometimes, we can
think that they are the embodiment of Turing’s vision. It usually to
return a predetermined answer in a predetermined order, but con-
versations abound with uncertainties of various kinds. This research
will focus on an integrated natural language processing approach.
This approach includes an integrated knowledge-base construction
module, a conversation understanding and generator module, and
a state manager module. We discuss effectiveness of this approach
based on an experiment.

Keywords—Conversation System; integrated knowledge-base con-
struction; conversation understanding and generator; state manager.

I. INTRODUCTION

AConversation system is a computer system intended to
converse with a human, with a coherent structure. Con-

versation systems have employed text, image, speech, emotion,
gestures and other modes for communication on both the input
and output channel.

Man-machine-conversation system has become more im-
portant in 21 century. Several speech dialogue systems and
web agent have been developed in order to provide a very
easeful interaction for dissimilar users. The primary aim is
to satisfy the user without or at least with reduced human
involvement [1]. A few well known scientists believe that
computers will achieve capabilities comparable to human
reasoning and understanding of languages by 2020 [2]. We
think a more humanoid interactive system will be achieved
along with recent advances in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) field.

II. RELATED WORK

The ability for computers to converse with users using natu-
ral language would arguably increase their easiness. Research
in practical conversation systems has gained much attention
in recent years [3]. Most of the conversation systems today
typically focus on helping users to complete a specific task,
such as information search, manual, planning, sightseeing or
diagnosis [4].
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However original conversation systems were designed like
a embodiment of Turing’s vision, it usually to return a
predetermined answer in a predetermined order and usually
used the handcrafted corpus. And the original conversation
system which as a system that was designed to converse like
a human as much as their intelligent allows did not used
the comprehensive information such as semantic information,
context information, emotion information, image information
or environment information etc.

In recent years, some researchers did lots of works to
develop a more natural and intelligent conversation system.
Teruhisa Misu built a speech-based interactive information
guidance system based on context information and Face Reg-
istration function. However, this system did not use semantic
or emotion information, and only used a handcrafted corpus
[5]. Hidekazu Kubota presented a computational approach to
understanding and augmenting the conversational knowledge
process that was a collective activity for knowledge creation,
management, and application where conversational communi-
cations were used as a primary means of interaction among
participating agents. This system was designed like a Turing,
the conversation manner is one question and one answer, and
he did not discuss the semantic or context processing [6].
For a conversation systems that using emotion information,
Laurence Devillers worked aimed at relating multi-level dialog
annotations with meta-data annotations for a corpus of real
human-human dialogs. A corpus of 100 agent-client dialogs
had been annotated with three types of annotations and five
emotions types were annotated at the utterance level [7]. Aims
at conversations system abound with uncertainties of various
kinds, Tim Paek propose a task independent, multimodal
architecture for supporting robust continuous spoken dialog.
He used four interdependent levels of analysis, and described
representations, inference procedures, and decision strategies
for managing uncertainties within and between the levels [8].

The problem of conversation systems can be approached
from different dimensions [9], [10], [11]. Generally, conver-
sation systems can be categorized into two groups based
on their approaches. The first approach is based on simple
natural language processing and information retrieval. The
second one is based on natural language understanding and
reasoning [4]. In this paper, we propose a new approach for
conversation system except the two groups. This new approach
includes an integrated knowledge-base construction module,
a conversation understanding and generator module, and a
state manager module. The main aim of this research is to
investigate a novel technique for implementing a more natural
and intelligent conversation system. Table I summarizes the
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWO APPROACHES AND PROPOSED IN

CONVERSATION SYSTEM.

Dimensions Simple Natural Natural Language Our proposed
Language Understanding
Processing and Reasoning

and Information
Retrieval

Technique Syntax Processing, Semantic Emotion
Named Entity Analysis, and Recognition,
Tagging and Reasoning Image
Information Processing, and

Retrieval Multimedia
Source Text documents Knowledge base Web and

Knowledge base
Domain Open Domain Special Domain Semi-open

Domain
Response Extracted Synthesized Intelligent

snippets responses responses

characteristics of the two approaches and our proposition with
respect to different dimensions.

III. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED APPROACH

An overview can be seen in Fig.1. The approach is broken
down into three main modules: integrated knowledge-base
construction, conversation understanding and generator, and
state manager.

Fig. 1. Overview of proposed approach

Integrated knowledge-base construction is included by a
hand-crafted knowledge processing and a special domain
knowledge collections module. The special domain knowledge
collections module is designed to be self sufficient, meaning
it does not require an editor to be involved in organizing the
information nor does it require any intervention during its
operation. Summarization and information classification are
the heart the main focus of this part.

Conversation understanding and generator module performs
three-phase processing: First, the module predicts the cate-
gories of conversation content through the classification pro-
cessing. Second, find out the befitting responses from the
knowledge database in the same categories through similarity
computing. Finally, the system will respond the user by
multimedia technique.

State manager module is designed to achieve a natural
conversation, at least in particular situations, seems to the

human user of a conversation system as though it could come
from another human. This module controls the conversation
flow by the emotion information, image information and time.

IV. INTEGRATED KNOWLEDGE-BASE CONSTRUCTION

A. Hand-crafted Knowledge Processing

The integrated Knowledge Database construction is de-
signed to build Knowledge Database by hand and web. There
are four kinds of knowledge in our knowledge database. Three
kinds of knowledge are about the self-introduction, the lab
introduction and the phrase; they made by hand and we
input them into the knowledge database through the interface.
The residuary knowledge is the disaster information; they
are automatically made by our system from the internet RSS
information everyday. They will be explained in more detail
in the section B.
An example of self-introduction: My name is ”UB”.
An example of lab introduction: I am born in A1 laboratory.
The A-1 Laboratory’s research deals with Multi-function,
Multi-lingual, Multi-media intellectual systems using Machine
Translation and Speech Recognition as the core technologies.
An example of phrase: Nice to meet you.

B. Special Domain Knowledge Collections

In recent years, web is increasingly seen as a good source
for creating corpora, as seen by the birth of workshops such
as ACL’s ”Web as Corpus.” Researchers are also more and
more seeing the Web as a way of creating special corpora,
such as [12], [13], [14]. The special domain knowledge col-
lections module is made up of three subsystems; Information
Acquisition, Summarization and Information Classification.

1) Information Acquisition: RSS is a lightweight XML
format designed for sharing headlines and other Web content.
RSS solves myriad problems webmasters commonly face, such
as increasing traffic, and gathering and distributing news. RSS
can also be the basis for additional content distribution services
1.

RSS is a dialect of XML. Each RSS text file contains both
static information about your site, plus dynamic information
about your new stories, all surrounded by matching start and
end tags. A channel may contain any number of 〈item〉s. An
item may represent a ”story”: much like a story in a newspaper
or magazine. Each story is defined by an 〈item〉 tag, which
contains the required channel elements about a headline Title,
URL, and Description. Here’s an example:

...
〈item〉
〈title〉 Venice Film Festival Tries to Quit Sinking〈/title〉
〈link〉 http://nytimes.com/2004/12/07FEST.

html〈/link〉
〈description〉 Some of the most heated chatter at the Venice

Film Festival this week was about the way that the arrival
of the stars at the Palazzo del Cinema was being staged.
〈/description〉

〈/item〉
1http://www.webreference.com/authoring/languages/xml/rss/intro/
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...
In our system, we do parsing and retrieving web corpus

containing news articles across all categories from XIN HUA
online, BBC Chinese.com, Baidu RSS News and SOHU RSS.
We only do parsing, retrieving and download title, date and
URL from the item. Then we use the URL to download the
HTML code. The web page is downloaded and read using
the encoding specified in the template. Next, the article is
extracted using regular expressions and the extracted articles
and information are saved in MySQL Database format.

2) Summarization: After the article acquisition, the au-
tomatic information classification measure will be used to
determine which of the articles are in the disaster domain
and which are not. We did an experiment using the general
classification measure by news’s title, but we can not get good
results. We think there are some shortcoming to class only use
the title. It is generally believed that the news’s title is short
and laconic, but we think we can not comprehend completely
essential information from news through the title only. The
summarization can describe the important and complete infor-
mation of the news. We think we can use the summarization
to improve the classification and get a better result.

In here, we used an approach for automatic summaries
based on sub-topics identification and word frequency method-
ology. Documents can be clustered into local topics after
sentences similarity calculating, which can be sorted by the
scoring. Then sentences from all local topics are selected by
computing the word frequency.

(1). Sub-topics Identification
One document can be composed of some subdocument.

The described contents in each of the documents laid special
emphasis on different aspects although these documents were
all surround the same topic. It is obvious that document
is composed of different side information and the different
side information is the sub-topics. The sub-topics structural
document is a more logical and convenient structure format.
This approach can deal with the redundancy in the large
documents too.

After the similarity of sentences is measured by the VSM
method, the sub-topics are found by sentence clustering.Here
we defined a threshold value named η. After the similarity
measurement, we incorporate the sentences in the same local
topics if the similarity value of sentence is larger than η. The
optimal value of η, 0.6, was determined using the similarity
values of 2000 pairs of sentences.

(2). Sub-topics Score
Here we have to compute and order each sub-topic, circular

pick the best sentence from the best sub-topics if the desired
summary length has not been reached.

SumFocus: In the multi-document summarization system
that made by Lucy Vanderwende [15], a new approach they
named SumFocus, captures the information conveyed by the
topic description by computing the word probabilities of the
topic description. The weight for each word is computed as a
linear combination of the unigram probabilities derived from
the topic description, with back off smoothing to assign words
not appearing in the topic a very small probability, and the
unigram probabilities from the document, in the following

manner:

WordWeight = (1− λ)×DocWeight + λ× TopicWeight
(1)

The optimal value of λ, 0.9, was empirically determined
using the DUC2005 corpus, manually optimizing on ROUGE-
2 scores.

Sentence Location Feature: Sentence Location Feature is
also important except words occurring frequently. According
to the statistics, in Chinese news, the probability that the first
sentence can be picked and make summarization is about
85%. The probability that the last sentence can be picked and
make summarization is about 7% [16]. Thus we have to adjust
the sentence weight that in the especial location. We use the
following algorithm:

Weight(Lj) = (1 +
(P − 0.75m)2

m2
) × STj (2)

For each sentence Lj in the local topics, P is the serial
number of sentence Lj in the document. m is the number of
sentence in the document. STj is the similarity value between
sentence Lj and title of the document.

An Improved SumBasic: The improved SumBasic ap-
proach is described in the following manner:
Step1. Compute the probability distribution over the words Wi

appearing in the document used formula (1).
Step 2. For each sentence Sj in the local topics, compute
the Weight(Sj) and Weight(Lj), calculate the scoring of each
sentence use

Score(LocalTopic) =
∑

(αWeight(Sj) + βWeight(Lj))
(3)

and the scoring of each local topic. (We find out that we
can get the best result when α = 0.9 and β = 0.1 through
some experimentations by used different α and β.)
Step 3. Pick the best scoring sentence that contains the highest
probability word from the best scoring local topic.
Step 4. Delete this local topic and all sentences in this local
topic.
Step 5. For each word wi in the sentence chosen at step 3,
update their probability:

Pnew(wi) = Pold(wi) × Pold(wi) (4)

Step 6. If the desired summary length has not been reached,
go back to Step 2.
Step 7. Use the sentences that picked up by Step 3 to generate
summarization.

3) Information Classification: Category classification is a
type of text classification problem in which news articles
are assigned one or more predefined news categories. Typical
information categories only include disaster and non-disaster,
total two categories news information. For classification, we
prepared 600 example sentences that the category of sentence
has been rightly classed by us. The category classification
algorithm used Support Vector Machines (SVMs).

In recent years, SVMs have been successfully applied to a
lot of applications such as particle identification, face iden-
tification and text categorization to engine knock detection,
bioinformatics and database marketing. We used libsvm [17],
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[18], a library for SVMs, because of its support for multi-
class classification. It is a based classification method that only
requires positive and unpositive examples for training data. It
has the added ability that it is capable of updating the training
information as well as easily adding new categories without a
complete retraining. This means that as the needs of the users
grows or changes, categories can be easily added or deleted
from the system.

V. CONVERSATION UNDERSTANDING AND GENERATOR

A. Speech Recognition and Synthesis

When we converse with a computer, we hope for a natural
conversation, we mean that at least we can not just satisfy with
use the text. Speech recognition is the process of converting
a speech signal to a sequence of words, by means of an
algorithm implemented as a computer program. The first part
of conversational processing is speech recognition. We used
Microsoft Speech SDK to make a user’s speech signal into
text. Speech synthesis is the artificial production of human
speech. A computer system used for this purpose is called
a speech synthesizer, and can be implemented in software
or hardware. A text-to-speech (TTS) system converts normal
language text into speech.

B. Category Recognition

There are four kinds of knowledge in our knowledge
database, the self-introduction, the lab introduction, the phrase,
and the disaster information. For category recognition, we
used the SVMs theory that has been explained in the section
IV. For training data, we prepared 500 example sentences
that the category of sentence has been rightly classed by
us for the four categories. These example sentences have
been processed, the keywords have been transformed into
the specified format of Libsvm and the ”Model” file would
be generated. Then, category recognition module predicts the
conversation category used the ”Model” file by Libsvm.

C. Similarity Computing

After category recognition processing, we have to find
out the befitting responses from the knowledge database in
the same categories. Our method is based on the Semantic
Role Labeling (SRL) and the Okapi BM25 measure slightly
modified. The similarity score measure is as follows:

S(c, d) = α
∑

SR + BM25(c, d) (5)

In equations (5) S(c, d) meaning the score of conversation
c and document d; SR is the same semantic role in the
conversation c and document d. BM25(c, d) is the similarity
score by used Okapi BM25 measure; α are set to 0.5.

After the similarity processing, system will find out the
befitting responses from the knowledge database in the same
categories. Finally, system will respond the user by multimedia
processing.

1) Okapi BM25: The Okapi BM25 measure slightly mod-
ified measure is as follows:

bm25(q, d) =
∑

t∈q

log(
N − ft + 0.5

ft + 0.5
) × (k1 + 1)fd,t

K + fd,t
(6)

In equations (6) terms t appears in query q; the collection
contains N documents d; ft documents contain a particular
term and a particular document contains a particular term
fd,t times; K is k1((1 − b) + b × Ld/AL); constants k1 and
b respectively are set to 1.2 and 0.75; and Ld and AL are
measurements in a suitable unit for the document length and
average document length respectively [19].

2) Semantic Role Labeling: SRL problem has been the
topic of the both the CoNLL-2004 and the CoNLL-2005
Shared Tasks. General, the labels used in the Propbank an-
notation. The Propbank use predicate-specific labels ARG0,
ARG1, ... ARGn for arguments and ARGM combined with
a secondary tag to mark adjunct-like elements. For Chinese
SRL we used the Chinese PropBank (CPB) [20]. The labeling
theory based on the SVMs.

We created our training corpora by the Chinese Propbank
2.0; in total we selected 13761 sentences for training sets.
Semantic roles in the Chinese PropBank are grouped into two
major types [21]:

(1) Arguments: which represent central participants in an
event. A verb may require one, two or more arguments and
they are represented with a contiguous sequence of numbers
prefixed by arg, as arg0 (Subject), arg1 (Object).

(2) Adjuncts: which are optional for an event but supply
more information about an event, such as time, location,
reason, condition, etc. An adjunct role is represented with
argM plus a tag. For example, argM-TMP (Temporal) stands
for temporal, argMLOC (Locative) for location.

The assignment of numbered argument labels is illustrated
in Fig.2., where the predicate is the verb ”investigate”.

Fig. 2. An instance of the verb ”investigate”

In some preliminary work on Chinese SRL, some re-
searchers have successfully adapted a number of features to
Chinese. The features that we have used are listed below:
Position: The position is defined in relation to the predicate
verb and the values are before and after.
Path: The path between the constituent in focus and the
predicate.
Head word and its POS: The head word and its part-of-speech
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is often a good indicator of the semantic role label of a
constituent.
Predicate and its POS: The verb itself and its part-of-speech.

D. Multimedia Processing

The information feedback mode is very important to conver-
sation system too. A conversation system will not only use the
text to talk with the user but also can use the media data such
as speech, picture, video, and Web page etc. In our system we
used four kinds of media data: text, speech, video and Web
page. If conversation content included a Web link or a video,
a prompt can be showed on the interface and click the prompt
the user can see the relevant WEB page or the video.

The speech synthesis is an indispensable part for multimedia
conversation system. In this system a speech interface for
the conversation system was implemented along with the text
interface, using an acoustic model HMM (Hidden Markov
Model), a pronunciation lexicon and a language model FSN
(Finite State Network) on the basis of the feature of Chinese
sentence patterns [22].

VI. STATE MANAGER

A. Image Recognition

The image recognition is to judge the status of the user
through the motion range of the learner’s face in an image. The
system performs a three-phase processing. First, time manager
takes 7 seconds of continuous facial images of the user by a
web camera and records the images to memory. Secondly, the
image date is transmitted to the Data Analyzer system to be
analyzed. The analyzer checks the user’s facial movement to
see if it falls within an acceptable range. If the user’s facial
movement falls within an acceptable range, we think the user
is here yet. If the user’s facial movement dose not fall in the
acceptable range then it is assumed that the user have left.

B. Emotion Recognition

In our system, we used four broad emotion categories,
impassibility, happiness, anger and sadness. Happiness class
would have ”blessedness”, ”happiness”, ”pleasure” and other
positive emotions. The theory of emotion recognition is emo-
tion classification with the Rough Set Theory and SVMs
theory[25].

For emotion recognition, we prepared 800 emotional sen-
tences for trainings. There were 200 sentences of impassibility,
200 sentences of happiness, 200 sentences of anger and 200
sentences of sadness. The 800 emotional sentences have been
rightly classed by us.

C. Responses Generator

The state manager module will be activated by two kinds
of situations: a sudden change in the emotion of user and
unanswered from user. In the first case, the conversation
generation module will automatically generate a dialogue by
an emotional responses rule. The emotional responses rule is
a easy rule for example: if the emotion state of user is the

TABLE II
THE RESPONSES RULE

Responses content Index
”What is your name?” 1
”How old are you? ” 2

”What is your hobby? ” 3
”Do you know my name? ” 4
”Do you know my lab? ” 5

Generate by a similarity computing 6
Generate by the big news today 7

anger, the system will respond by ”why are you angry?”, the
rest may be deduced by analogy.

In the other case, the time manager will be activated if
the user did not carry out any operation in 8 seconds. If the
user did not carry out any operation, the system will actively
generate a dialogue used a responses rule by index if the image
recognition module judged user be, in an opposite direction
system will not do any responses if the image recognition
module judged user have left. The responses rule included
two kinds of situations: if it is the first time user use system,
the conversation generator module will actively generate some
dialogue which can start understanding each other by index.
For example: ”Do you know my name?” or ”What is your
hobby?” etc. If the user and system have known each other,
the conversation generator module will actively generate a
dialogue by a similarity computing that find the most similar
topic which was automatically made by system today with the
conversation history. The approach of similarity computing is
same as the approach that we have described in the section V.
If system can not find out the right topic, the system will use
the big news today to generate a response. Table II describes
the responses rule. We think that the system can make a more
natural and intelligent conversation with user by our state
manager.

VII. EXPERIMENTATION

The experiment object is that we want to test the feasibility
and validity of the proposed approach.

A. Corpus

For summarization experimentation, a corpus of 341 disaster
texts in Chinese was selected from a natural disaster database.
The natural disaster database contains approximately 366
texts and all of them were downloaded from news website.
Of the 366 natural disaster texts, 341 particular texts were
deliberately selected as training data. For non-disaster training
data, we searched and extracted 355 general news such as
business, securities, sports, health, travel, science, etc., total
696 classification training data. About 150 number of web
information were extracted as disaster data from about 2000
news by our system everyday. A 5 days web news data was
used to evaluate the experimental results (Table III).

For integration performance experimentation of conversa-
tion system, we prepared 680 number of data as knowledge
data. The Table IV shows the number of integrated knowledge-
base content of each category.
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TABLE III
THE 5 DAYS INFORMATION DATA.

1stDay 2ndDay 3rdDay 4thDay 5thDay Total
158 146 144 144 163 755

TABLE IV
THE NUMBER OF KNOWLEDGE DATA OF EACH CATEGORY.

Self-introduction Lab introduction Phrase Disaster Total
150 150 80 300 680

B. Evaluation

The summarization results have an important influence on
the quality of the classification. In order to evaluate our pro-
posed approach, we used two evaluation criterion, V percent
and Hpercent [23]. V percent is the coverage ratio of valid
word (exclude stopwords). Hpercent is the coverage ratio of
high frequency word (the valid word that appears more than
twice). The measure is as follows:

V percent = SV Words
TV Word × 100%

Hpercent = SHWords
THWord × 100%

TV Word: the number of valid words in the original texts
THWord: the number of high frequent words in the

original texts
SV Words: the number of valid words in the summarization
SHWords: the number of high frequent words in the

summarization
For integrated knowledge-base construction experimentation

we get a result report on accuracy, precision, recall and F1.
Accuracy-This measures the portion of all decisions that were
correct decisions. Precision-This measures the portion of the
assigned categories that were correct. Recall-This measures
the portion of the correct categories that were assigned. F1-
This measures an even combination of precision and recall. It
is defined as 2×p×r

p+r .
There are not have a standard evaluation approach in the

conversation system field now. In this paper, we present a
solution to evaluate the conversation system quality: a ap-
proach through observation, and classification with a scoring
mechanism. This black-box approach is based on the work
of Diekema [24]. We used four kinds of data to evaluate the
system; there are system performance, responses, knowledge-
base content, and expectations. System performance is the
category that deals with system speed and system availability.
For The users not only wanted responses to be accurate, they
also wanted them to be complete. Users also shared thoughts
about the knowledge-base content that are used for responses.
They find it important that these contents are reputable. They
also shared concerns about the size of the knowledge-base,
fearing that a limit in size would restrict the number of
responses. Another interesting aspect of user criteria is expec-
tations, user hope use the system and get some information
by some instrumentality. For example, speech recognition and
synthesis, the video, the Web page etc. Expectations can be
captured by survey so that it can be established whether these
expectations are reasonable and whether they can be met.

C. Results

In order to compute the V percent and Hpercent, we made
a program to automatically evaluate the result. To compare the
result of our approach with existed methods, the Top-N method
was used to build a reference summarization used the same
disaster texts. The method of Top-N is that the first sentence in
each paragraph in document is taken in turn until the number
of sentences is satisfied. The order of paragraphs is random. If
the number of sentences is not satisfied, repeat the process on
the second sentence of each paragraph. The Table V shows the
coverage ratio of valid word and high frequency word based
on Top-N and our approach.

TABLE V
THE VPERCENT AND HPERCENT RESULTS BASED ON TOP-N AND OUR

SYSTEM.

Vpercent Hpercent
TOP-N (%) Proposed (%) TOP-N (%) Proposed

Data 1 31.9 39.5 19.2 29.8
Data 2 27.5 38.8 15.6 28.7
Data 3 28.7 38.1 15.9 27.9
Data 4 29.4 39.2 16.5 28.5
Data 5 30.6 38.9 18.7 29.1

Average 29.6 38.9 17.2 28.8

For comparison purposes, a TFIDF based collection method
and general classification method were used. To use the
TFIDF based algorithm, a 3,000 document corpus containing
news articles across disaster and non-disaster categories and
topics was created. The general classification method used the
same training data presented in Corpus (section VII.A). The
averaged precision, recall and F1 of non-disaster and disaster
for TFIDF, general classification and proposed approach were
presented in Table VI.

TABLE VI
THE AVERAGED PRECISION, RECALL AND F1 OF TFIDF, GENERAL

CLASSIFICATION AND PROPOSED.

TFIDF
Data 1 Data 2 Data 3 Data 4 Data 5 Average

Precision (%) 63.5 62.2 59.2 60.5 62.2 61.5
Recall (%) 67.3 65.8 60.8 61.3 64.7 64.0

F1 (%) 65.35 63.9 60.02 60.9 63.4 62.7
Classification

Data 1 Data 2 Data 3 Data 4 Data 5 Average
Precision (%) 74.1 72.6 63.8 71.5 74.2 71.2

Recall (%) 81.2 75.7 67.2 74.6 79.1 75.6
F1 (%) 77.5 74.1 65.5 73.0 76.6 73.3

Proposed
Data 1 Data 2 Data 3 Data 4 Data 5 Average

Precision (%) 85.0 82.6 80.8 81.5 83.5 82.7
Recall (%) 94.5 89.8 92.8 87.0 90.1 90.8

F1 (%) 89.5 86.0 86.4 84.2 86.7 86.6

To evaluate the conversation system quality, we propose
an evaluation approach based on four kinds of data. This
makes the scheme generally applicable to evaluation of mostly
conversation systems with different approaches by general
users. Under this scheme, we define three general categories
BQ, CQ and LQ, which represent the best, commonly and the
lowest quality response for each data respectively. And we
invited 20 students who will give the evaluation by use this
system. Before the students converse with this system, they
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TABLE VII
THE RESULT OF SYSTEM QUALITY

System Perform BQ CQ LQ
Speed 18 2 0

Availability / reliability 14 5 1
Responses BQ CQ LQ

Completeness 13 4 3
Accuracy 12 4 3

Knowledge-Base Content BQ CQ LQ
Provenance / Source quality 19 1 0

Updatedness 18 2 0
Expectations BQ CQ LQ

Natural and Intelligent 19 1 0
Multimedia 20 0 0

Percent 83.1% 11.9% 5%

didn’t know the theory of it. The conversation system quality
was presented in Table VII and the number of BR, CR and LR
is the number of students who judged the quality of system
in each data.

D. Discussion

1) Integrated Knowledge-Base Construction: In the inte-
grated knowledge-base construction part we create a collection
in disaster domain.We think everyone can create different
domain collections using our approach. Therefore, we have
left both the variable value and threshold can be tunable.
In the local topics identification (Section IV.B) we defined
a threshold value named η. To determine η we used 2000 pair
similarity values of disaster sentences. And in the an improved
SumBasic section, we used a combination value of α and β.
Fig.3. shows results for different η. Fig.4. shows V percent
and Hpercent results for different α and β combination value.

Fig. 3. The local topics identification results for different η.

The V percent and Hpercent results of text summarization
experiment show that the information coverage ratio of our
system is 38.9%, higher than compression ratios 20%, and
9.3% higher than Top-N method. The coverage ratio of high
frequency word is 28.8%, higher than compression ratios 20%,
and 12.7% higher than Top-N method. The result showed that
our summarization approach can get better result than general
approach. Therefore, we think the summarization approach can
improve the classification result in the next step.

Fig. 4. The Vpercent and Hpercent results for different α and β.

For Article classification, the training set and testing set
were constructed to verify the effect of this System. A 5 days
news data was used to evaluate the experimental results. It can
avoid using the occasional experiment data. As can be seen
from the Table III, we can gladly see the highest F1-measures
of our system is about 89.5% can be achieved, the average F1-
measures is about 86.6%, 23.9% higher than TFIDF method,
and 12.2% higher than general classification method. The pro-
posed algorithm greatly outperformed the TFIDF algorithms.
The result showed that this special domain news collections
system could achieve better results in practice.

2) Similarity Computing: In similarity computing part, we
proposed a approach based on the SRL and the Okapi BM25
measure. The Okapi BM25 measure is an effectual similarity
computing measure based on word feature, but in this system
we want to improve the conventional measure to the semantics
level, therefore I used the SRL. To evaluate the effect of SRL,
we did a compare experimentation based on Okapi BM25
measure and SRL & Okapi BM25 measure. We prepared
50 test data for each category and total 200 test data. The
right numbers of result through the similarity computing were
presented in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
THE RESULTS OF SIMILARITY COMPUTING BASED ON OKAPI BM25

MEASURE AND SRL & OKAPI BM25 MEASURE

Self Lab Phrase Disaster
introduction introduction

Okapi BM25 45 41 46 36
SRL &

Okapi BM25 45 43 46 43

From table 8 we can find that the result of Self-introduction
and Phrase based on Okapi BM25 is same as the results based
on SRL & Okapi BM25, we think the reason is that the Self-
introduction and Phrase data are too short and simple, they
did not included some information about the semantics. The
result of Disaster based on SRL & Okapi BM25 is 86%, 14%
higher than Okapi BM25 measure, and we think the reason is
that the Disaster data is complex and included some semantic
information.

3) System Quality: The table 7 shows that the acceptable
quality percent of our conversation system is 95.0% (BQ+CQ)
and we think the quality experimentation had a satisfying
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result. For speed quality, the system can achieve a response in
2 second, though we used some kinds of technique and lots of
multimedia data. We got a very high appraisal value for natural
and intelligent, and multimedia of expectations, we think the
reason is that we used lots of novel technique and the user
approved of these technique too. We get a very well result
for knowledge-base content also because we used a special
domain knowledge collections module.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper outlines an algorithm about an integrated natural
language processing approach for a more natural and intel-
ligent conversation system. The three primary contributions
of this work are an integrated framework for knowledge-
base construction, a conversation understanding and generator
approach, and a state manager method. We give the results
and discuss the effectiveness of each part based on some
experiment. We hope our proposed approach can make a more
natural and intelligent conversation system, and the results
show that this method could achieve better results in practice.
We think the work has potential in this field and can help
design and develop a real conversation System in the future.

In recently years, the face recognition has become a popular
area of research in computer vision and one of the most
successful applications of image analysis and understanding.
In the future we hope that use the face recognition technique
to drive the development more effective and intelligent con-
versation system.
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